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Control Strategy of Active Power Filters Using
Multiple Voltage-Source PWM Converters
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Abstract-The control strategy of active power filters using switching
devices is proposed on the basis of the instantaneous reactive power
theory. This aims at excellent compensation characteristics in transient
states as well as steady states. The active power filter is developed, of
which the power circuit consists of quadruple voltage-source PWM
converters. As the result, interesting compensation characteristics were
verified experimentally which could not be obtained by the active power
filter based on the conventional reactive power theory.

INTRODUCTION

IN RECENT YEARS, active power filters have been
researched and developed to suppress harmonics generated

by static power converters and large capacity power apparatus
[1]-[5]. Notably, attention has been paid to the active power
filter using switching devices such as power transistors, gate-
turn-off (GTO) thyristors, and static induction (SI) thyristors,
which have made remarkable progress in capacity and
switching performance. Various power circuit configurations
of the active power filter have been proposed, and the
compensation characteristics in steady states have been shown
experimentally by Gyugyi and others [6]-[8]. To put the active
power filter into practical use, however, it is important to
discuss the following:

1) the control strategy, taking into account transient states
as well as steady states,

2) the high-efficiency large-capacity converter used as the
power circuit,

3) the current control scheme of the converter.

In this paper, the control strategy of the active power filter
is proposed on the basis of the instantaneous reactive power
theory developed in [9]. This is quite different in principle
from the conventional control strategy, thus giving better
compensation characteristics in transient states. An experi-
mental active power filter was constructed, of rating 7 kVA
(200 V, 20 A). The power circuit consisted of quadruple
voltage-source PWM converters using 24 power transistors as
the switching devices. The main purpose of the multiple
converters was to suppress the harmonics caused by the
switching operation without increasing the switching fre-
quency.
The validity of the active power filter was confirmed

experimentally. A three-phase thyristor bridge converter of
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rating 20 kVA was used as an example of harmonic current
generators. It was verified that the harmonic current1 can be
fully eliminated not only in steady states, but also in transient
states, applying the control strategy proposed in this paper.
Through the experiments, the average switching frequency of
the power transistors was set to a practical value, i.e., 1.5 - 2
kHz, and the total efficiency of the active power filter was 90

- 92 percent, including the loss of the multiple transformers.

ACTIVE POWER FILTER SYSTEM

Basic Compensation Principle

Fig. 1 shows a basic compensation principle of active power
filters. The compensation objectives of active power filters are
the harmonics present in the input currents iLu, iLv, and iLw of
the load. Since the compensating currents iCut iCv, and iCw are
controlled so as to eliminate the harmonic currents of the load,
the source currents is,, is, and is,, become sinusoidal.

Power Circuit Configuration
Fig. 2 shows the active power filter system (leveloped in this

paper. The quadruple voltage-source PWM converters are
adopted as the power circuit. Note that the primary windings
of the four three-phase transformers are connected to each
other in series. So, the primary voltage of each transformer is
50 V and the secondary is 100 V. The primary windings of the
four transformers can be connected to each other in parallel if
the transformers of primary voltage (200 V) and secondary
voltage (100 V) are applied. The multiple converters in
parallel, however, are less efficient than those in series
because of the increase of harmonic currents in each secondary
winding and converter.
The converter is a conventional three-phase bridge con-

verter consisting of six power transistors and six power diodes
connected back-to-back, as shown in Fig. 3. The turn-off time
of the power transistors was about 15 ,us and nearly equal to
that of large capacity GTO thyristors.

CONTROL STRATEGY BASED ON INSTANTANEOUS REACTIVE POWER
THEORY

Instantaneous Reactive Power Theory

Transformation of the phase voltages eu, ev, and ew and the
load currents iLu, iLv, and iLw into the a - ,B orthogonal

The term "harmonic" is used in a broad sense to apply to all the distortion
components, regardless of their frequency relationship to the fundamental line
frequency. Likewise, the term "subharmonic" frequency is taken to mean any
frequency below the line frequency, and the term "superharmonic" frequency
is taken to mean any frequency above the line frequency [10].
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Fig. 1. Basic compensation principle.

Fig. 2. Active power filter system.

Fig. 3. Three-phase bridge converter.

coordinates gives the following expressions:
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According to [9], the instantaneous real power PL and the
instantaneous imaginary power qL on the load side can be
defined as

[PL ea e13 L 13

[qLJ [-eg ea L

Note that the dimension of qL is not watt, volt ampere, or var

because ea- i:3 and e - ioa are defined by the product of the
instantaneous voltage in one phase and the instantaneous

current in the other phase. The authors, therefore, introduce to
qL a new dimension IVA, i.e., imaginary volt-ampere.

Equation (3) is changed into

La _ ea, e1lk l (4)
[L] -e: ea L qL ]

The determinant with respect to e, and es in (4) is not zero.
LetpL andiL be the dc and ac components ofPL. Likewise,

let qL and qL be the dc and ac components of qL, respectively.
The following relations exist:

PL PL+PL qL = qL + qL. (5)

From (3)-(5), the a-phase load current iL0y ils divided into the
following components:

e2+e2 e+e2 e

+ 2 2PL+ qL (6)e2+e2 e2q+e(a 13 af 1
The physical meaning and the reason for the naming of the
instantaneous active and reactive currents are clarified in [9].
Table I shows the relation between the conventional terms
concerning "harmonic" currents and frequency components
ofPL and qL. Here, fi is the line frequency.
Calculation Circuits

In the calculation circuit of PL and qL, the calculations of
(1)-(3) are performed. In the calculation circuit of the
compensating reference currents, the following expression
results

[iu ], I 01*"]= [1/2 -43/2
i*w 3 -1/2 -312

ea e3 1 - [p*+P1 (7)[e13 eaJ q J

where Pav is the instantaneous real power corresponding to the
loss of the active power filter, and p* and q* are given by

P* -PL q*= -4L- (8)
Fig. 4 shows the calculation circuit of p* and q*. This
basically consists of a high-pass filter configuration using a
Butterworth low-pass filter. So, this circuit outputs PL from PL
and qL from qL, respectively. The design of the low-pass filter
is the most important in the control circuit, because various
compensation characteristics are obtained in accordance with
the cutoff frequency and order of the low-pass filter, as shown
in the experimental results. All the calculation circuits consist
of analog multipliers, dividers, and operational amplifiers.

Control Circuit ofDC Capacitor Voltage
The control circuit of the dc capacitor voltage is shown in

Fig. 2, within the dashed line. The dc capacitor voltage can be
controlled by trimming the instantaneous real power Pav,
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TABLE I
RELATION BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL TECHNICAL TERMS AND

FREQUENCY COMPONENTS OF PL AND qL

Frequency Components
of PL and qL Conventional Terms

Equal to 0 (dc) Active current
Reactive current

Lower than 2f, Subharmonic current
Superharmonic current

Equal to 2/i Negative-sequence current
Superharmonic current (third-order)

Higher than 2f, Superharmonic current

PL (qL) PL (qL )

PL (5Ll
Low-Pass Filter
(Butterworth)

Fig. 4. Calculation circuit of p* and q*.

which corresponds to the loss of the active power filter, while
the instantaneous imaginary power q* does not have any effect
on the dc capacitor voltage. The control circuit has the
negative feedback loop to trim Pav automatically, where the
time constant T and the gain K determine the response of the
control circuit. Note that the active power filter is considered
as a harmonic generator rather than a harmonic suppressor
when Pav is fluctuating. In Fig. 2, the average voltage across
the dc capacitor is controlled so as to coincide with the
reference voltage VC*d, because T is set to 1.5 s and K to 30.

Capacity of the DC Capacitor
To eliminate the harmonics fully, it is necessary to

compensate for PL and qL, as shown in Table I. Elimination of
PL, however, causes voltage flucuation of the dc capacitor
because PL is absorbed into the dc capacitor.

Now, let the voltage regulation e be defined by

E = (VCd max -VCd min)/2 VCd (9)

where Vcd is the average voltage of vCd, and nearly equal to
Vcd. Considering that PL is sinusoidal, i.e.,

PL=Pm * sin cot,

the voltage regulation is derived as follows:

E=Pm/W * Cd V2 (10)Cd' 10

From (10) it is evident that the lower the frequency ofPL, the
larger the capacity of the dc capacitor to suppress the voltage
fluctuation.

CURRENT CONTROL SCHEME OF MULTIPLE VOLTAGE-SOURCE
PWM CONVERTERS

The current control scheme of the multiple voltage-source
PWM converters must provide the following:

1) quick current controllability,
2) suppression of the harmonics caused by the switching

operation, and
3) equalization of the average switching frequency of each
PWM converter.

Basic Current Control Schemes

Generally, there are two basic schemes for PWM current
control. The first, as shown in Fig. 5(a), determines the PWM
switching sequence by means of comparing the current error
signal amplified by the gain KP with a triangular carrier signal.
Thus the switching frequency of the power transistors is equal
to the frequency of the triangular carrier signal. When the
scheme is applied to the multiple PWM converters, the phase
of each carrier signal is shifted as usual. For example, the
phase is shifted by Jr/2 in the case of quadruple converters.
The harmonic currents, therefore, are reduced as if the
switching frequency were increased. However, the error
between the reference current and the actual current is
produced because of the finite gain.
The second scheme, shown in Fig. 5(b), consists of

imposing a deadband or hysteresis around the reference
current. Whenever the actual current tries to leave the band,
the appropriate device is switched on (off), forcing the current
to return to the band. This enables quick current controllabil-
ity, but it is difficult in requirements 2) and 3) to apply the
scheme to the multiple converters.

Proposed Current Control Scheme
Turning attention to quick current controllability of the

second scheme, a current control scheme satisfying the
foregoing requirements is proposed. Fig. 6 shows the basic
principle of this scheme. The reference current is directly
compared with the actual current. Then, the output signal of
the comparator is sampled and held at a regular interval T,
synchronized with the clock of frequency equal to 1/ T,. In the
following experiments, T, was set to 30 ,as. Note that the 12
external clocks applied to each converter and to each phase in
one converter do not overlap. Therefore, the harmonic
currents are reduced considerably as if the switching fre-
quency were increased.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Waveforms ofPL and qL

The experimental compensation system is shown in Fig. 1.
The load is a three-phase thyristor bridge converter of rating
20 kVA. Fig. 7 shows the experimental active power filter of
rating 7 kVA. To discuss the compensation characteristics in
the transient states, the firing angle of the thyristor bridge
converter is controlled so as to generate the following dc
output current:

id= Id + Ido * sin 27rfo * t. (1 1)

Then the harmonic frequencies Jh present in the input current
are given by

fh =ft nfo (6m ± l)fi± nfo (12)

wherefi is the line (input) frequency, m = 1, 2, 3, * * *, and n
= 0, 1, 2, .... Fig. 8 shows the experimental frequency
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Fig. 5. Basic current control schemes. (a) Carrier signal. (b) Hysteresis
comparator.
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Fig. 6. Proposed current control scheme.
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Fig. 7. Photograph of experimental active power filter. (a) Front. (b) Back.

spectrum around the line frequency under the following
condition: line voltage (rms) = 200 V, f, = 50 Hz, fo = 10
Hz, Id = 50 A, Ido = 30 A. The reason whyfo was chosen as

10 Hz is that the frequency of the "flicker" caused by arc

furnaces is about 10 Hz.
The experimental waveforms shown in Fig. 9 are the u-

phase voltage e", the dc output current id, the u-phase input

40A 5OHz

40Hz 60Hz

Fig. 8. Frequency spectrum of iLu.

25QYV - - -.-

eu

id

iLU .

-17.5kW----
PL

qL
- 9m35klVA

Fig. 9. Experimental waveforms.

current of the thyristor bridge converter, i.e., the u-phase load
current iLu, and the instantaneous real and imaginary powers
PL and qL under the same condition. The subharmonic current
of 40 Hz and the superharmonic current of 60 Hz are caused
by the component of 10 Hz present in PL and qL. The
amplitude of the sub- and superharmonic currents depends on
the amplitude and phase of the component of 10 Hz in fL and
qL -

Compensation Characteristics
As shown in the previous section, the design of the low-pass

filter in the calculation circuit of p* and q* has a significant
effect on the compensation characteristics. In accordance with
the compensation objectives, the Butterworth low-pass filter
was designed as follows:

* compensating condition a), i.e., when eliminating the
harmonic currents of Sf ± nfo, 7f, ± nfo, * * -

cutoff frequency = 150 Hz (fifth-order) for p*,
cutoff frequency = 150 Hz (fifth-order) for q*;

* compensating condition b), i.e., when eliminating the
sub- and superharmonic currents related to 4L around the
fundamental and the harmonic currents of Sf ± nfo,
7Ai ± nfo, *--

cutoff frequency = 150 Hz (fifth-order) for p*,
cutoff frequency = 0.9 Hz (second-order) for q*;

* compensating condition c), i.e., when eliminating all
the harmonic currents off, ± nfo, 5f, ± nf0, 7if ± nfo,

cutoff frequency = 0.9 Hz (second-order) for p*,
cutoff frequency = 0.9 Hz (second-order) for q*.

Fig. 10(a), (b), and (c) show the experimental compensation
characteristics, corresponding to compensating conditions a),
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Fig. 10. Experimental compensation characteristics. (a) Condition a). (b)

Condition b). (c) Condition c).
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Fig. 11. Frequency spectrum of is,

b), and c), respectively. Likewise, Fig. 11(a), (b), and (c)
show the experimental frequency spectrum of is, around the
fundamental frequency.

In compensating condition a), the harmonic currents having
the frequencies of 5fi ± nfo, 7f, ± nfo, ... are fully
eliminated as shown in Fig. 10(a). On the other hand, the sub-
and superharmonic currents around the fundamental are not
eliminated at all, as shown in Fig. 1 1(a). However, this means
that the experimental and theoretical compensation character-
istics coincide under compensation condition a).

In Fig. 10(b) and (c), it is difficult to distinguish the
compensation characteristics in compensating condition b)
from those in compensating condition c) with respect to the
waveform of isa. The sub- and superharmonic currents related
to the component of 10 Hz present inPL exist in Fig. 11(b),
while they are fully eliminated in Fig. 11(c). Irt Fig. 10(c), is,
is sinusoidal and the amplitude is constant except for the
intervals when the voltage across the dc capacitor drops below
the reference voltage V*d (= 205 V). Note that the rms value
of the subharmonic current of 40 Hz is equal to that of the
superharmonic current of 60 Hz in compensating condition b).
The experimental results shown in Figs. 10 and 11 lead to

the following essentials. To eliminate the sub- and superhar-
monic currents related to the component of 10 Hz present in
PL, the dc capacitor of the active power filter has to absorb the
variation of the energy stored in the dc reactor of the thyristor
bridge converter. This causes the variation of the dc capacitor
voltage. Note that the dc capacitor voltage is constant in Fig.
10(b), while it varies at 10 Hz in Fig. 10(c). Accordingly, the
active power filter which eliminates fully the sub- and
superharmonic currents around the fundamental should be
considered as the energy storage system, the purpose of which
is to smooth the energy variation. Compensating condition b),
therefore, is suitable for the active power filter using multiple
voltage-source PWM converters, which is not realized by
means of the conventional control strategy.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the control strategy of the active power filter
using multiple voltage-source PWM converters was proposed
on the basis of the instantaneous reactive power theory. This
was quite different from the conventional control strategy,
thus succeeding in better compensation characteristics. The
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cutoff frequency and order of the low-pass filter in the
calculation circuit ofp* and q* effected on the compensation
characteristics in transient states. Thus various types of low-
pass filters were 'designed, according to the compensation
objectives. The better compensation characteristics were
verified by experiments.
From the viewpoint of the initial and running cost, the

active power filter is inferior to the passive power filter, i.e.,
the LC power filter at present. It is, however, most suitable to
apply the active power filter to the suppression of the harmonic
components present in the input current of large-capacity
cycloconverters, because it is difficult for the passive power
filter to eliminate their harmonic components having various
frequencies.
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